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TERM II ASSIGNMENT 2 

CLASS V (2018-2019) 
ENGLISH 

1- Fill in the blanks with adverbs:- 

a) The soldiers fought ____________ (adverb of manner) 

b) We behave ___________ infront of our teacher. (adverb of manner) 

c) Our classroom is _______________ (adverb of place) 

d) Believe on god, he is _____________ (adverb of place) 

e) We should wake up ______________ in the morning. (adverb of time) 

f) Radha will attend the party ____________ (adverb of time) 

g) I would like to have __________ sweets. (adverb of quantity) 

h) The cat has split ___________ milk on the floor. (adverb of quantity) 

i) My father _____________ get late for his work. (adverb of frequency) 

j) _____________ be a reason of someone’s happiness. (adverb of frequency) 

2- Fill in the blanks with suitable Conjunctions:- 

a) He failed _________ he tried again. 

b) Boys were punished _____________ they broke the car. 

c) ___________ he is poor, he is honest. 

d) Ask Tina _________ charu to accompany you. 

e) I wait for him____________ he comes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SANT NIRANKARI PUBLIC SCHOOL 

CLASS - V 

SUBJECT - MATHEMATICS 

TERM – II ASSIGNMENT -II 

Q1.  Find 

i. If R = 3cm then D =_____________ 

ii. If D = 26cm then R= ____________ 

Q2.  Fill in the blanks: 

i. The longest chord of a circle is _________________. 

ii. Opposite sides of a IIgm are ___________________. 

iii. Each angle of a square measure ________________. 

iv. The circumference of a circle is called its _________. 

v. A triangle in which two sides are equal to each other is called an ______________. 

vi. A triangle has ________ vertices ________ angles. 

vii. A ______________ has one pair of opposite sides parallel. 

viii. A triangle is called a right-angled triangle if one of its angles is a __________ angle. 

Q3.  Draw a circle of radius 2cm & show its parts: 

i. Radius 

ii. Chord 

iii. Diameter 

iv. Minor arc 

v. Major arc 

Q4.  Write True or False: 

i. A triangle can have two right angles. 

ii. A circle has infinite number of radii. 

iii. Sum of angles of a triangle is 270⁰. 

iv. Concentric circles have same radii. 

v. Every IIgm is a rhombus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SANT NIRANKARI PUBLIC SCHOOL 

TERM II, ASSIGNMENT II (2018-19) 

CLASS – V 

SUBJECT – SCIENCE 

 

Q1. Fill in the blanks with appropriate one word: 

i. Formation of clouds is an example of ____________________________.  

ii. _____________________ has fixed shape. 

iii. When a solid is cooled, it __________________________. 

iv. ____________________ has space and occupies space.  

v. Boiling of water is a _________________________ change. 

 

Q2. Give one word answer: 

i. Example of gas - ______________________ 

ii. State of matter in which particles vibrate - ____________________ 

iii. Process in which solid turns into liquid - ______________________ 

iv. Change in which new substance is formed - ____________________ 

v. Increase in size of matter - ________________________ 

vi. Space between two molecules - ___________________ 

vii. Building block of matter - ___________________ 

viii. Particles formed when two or more atoms combine - __________________ 

ix. Lightness or heaviness of a substance for a given volume - ________________ 

x. Branch of science that involves working with atoms and molecules to build devices        like 

robots - _________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SANT NIRANKARI PUBLIC SCHOOL 
TERM II     ASSIGNMENT 2 

CLASS V 
SOCIAL STUDIES 

   

Answer the following 

1. Writing representing the picture of object is called ____________. 

2. The idea explained in a shape like picture is called _______________. 

3. English is written in ____________ alphabets. 

4. The Cyrillic alphabet has _____________ letters. 

5. Devenagari script have developed from the ___________. 

6. Numbers in Arab were known as ___________. 

7. Paper was first made in _____________. 

8. The modern printing method was invented by __________________. 

9. Who developed Braille system ________________. 

10. The Prairies are located in _________________ 

11. Prairies were used for ______________. 

12. _________________ is the important part of diet of Americans. 

13. The grasslands of Argentina are called ________________. 

14. Name the second largest South American country ______________. 

15. ____________ mountains block the winds coming from the west. 

16. ________________ is the main crop in the Pampas. 

17. Argentina is the largest producer of _____________. 

18. _______________ is important industry of Argentina. 

19. The capital of Argentina is ________________. 

20. Before paper was invented, the Egyptians wrote on ______________.  

 

 


